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Small Sink. Fully Loaded.
ruvati.com

Ruvati has unveiled the latest addition to their popular 

Roma Series of workstation sinks . Created for compact 

spaces, the Siena is perfectly sized to mix cocktails at a 

wet bar or act as an extra prep sink in a busy kitchen . Its 

ingenious design with built-in accessories allows the Si-

ena to perform multiple functions in tight quarters such 

as an RV or Tiny House . Its clean lines and beautiful 

finish make the Siena an excellent addition to kitchens 

and bars of any size .

Like other sinks in the Roma Series, the Siena in-

cludes clever accessories that fit neatly into the basin . 

A stainless steel colander is perfect for rinsing veggies 

or air-drying dishes, and a solid hardwood cutting 

board covers the entire basin to easily convert sink 

space to a handy countertop . The Siena is offered in 

a range of sizes from 15" to 25" and is available with 

topmount and undermount installation options .

Bridgit Lead-free Solder
harrisproductsgroup.com

Bridgit® plumbing solder, manu-

factured by Harris Products Group, 

is specifically formulated as a lead-

free solder to replace the 50/50 tin-

lead for copper tube connections .

Bridgit contains nickel, a key in-

gredient used to toughen stainless 

steel and tool steels, for higher joint 

strength and excellent flow proper-

ties . Bridgit has a wide plastic range 

which operators will find to their 

advantage when filling poorly fit-

ted joints . It also has the capability 

of flowing through tight capillaries 

when joints are at or above its liq-

uidus temperature .

Bridgit solder has solidus at 

460°F (238°C) and liquidus at 630°F 

(332°C) . 

Bridgit is a patented alloy that 

meets all Federal Requirements for 

lead-free solders mandated by the 

Federal Safe Drinking Water Act 

Amendments of 1986 .
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Hands-Free, High Fashion Faucets
gessi.com

Gessi has paired beauty and function in their new line of Sensor Taps . 

The complete collection of award-winning faucets features advanced 

technology to create a new class of hands-free faucets . The minimalist 

beauty and efficient performance make the touchless Sensor Taps by Gessi 

a stand-out in luxury bathrooms . 

The Sensor Tap line includes the brand’s most sought-after faucet de-

signs in an array of finishes . A smart choice for residential, commercial, and 

hospitality settings, Sensor Tap faucets provide hands-free functionality for 

the home, and bring an upscale elegance to public spaces .

Gessi offers Sensor Taps in various configurations, including basin mix-

ers, wall-mounted designs, or as stand-alone units with separate controls 

that become the bath’s focal point . For more details about the benefits and 

beauty of Sensor Taps by Gessi, visit gessi .com .

QuickDrain USA Designer Drain Covers
quickdrain.com

QuickDrain USA has announced 

the arrival of new decorative drain 

covers and finishes compatible 

across its linear and square drain 

collections . The additions offer 

more design versatility for hom-

eowners, designers and installers 

with on-trend styles to suit every 

preference . 

QuickDrain’s expanded line of 

covers and finishes, available for 

SquareDrain, ShowerLine and Pro-

Line drains, complements all major 

design trends, including mid-cen-

tury modern, industrial, contempo-

rary and modern farmhouse, mak-

ing them an ideal choice for both 

residential and hospitality showers . 

From striking metallics to bold black 

finishes and sleek silhouettes, it’s 

easy to mix and match QuickDrain 

with any bathroom aesthetic . 

New to QuickDrain’s line of cov-

ers are the Stones and Deco designs, 

each featuring intricate and modern 

detailing . Stones offers a soft pebble 

pattern made to enhance earthy, 

natural aesthetics with its organic-

looking texture, while Deco’s sharp, 

geometric lines are architecturally 

inspired and pair well with current 

tile trends . Previously existing cov-

ers, Tile-In, Vertical, Lines, Stream 

and Cosmo, also continue to be 

available . Stream and Cosmo were 

exclusively designed in collabora-

tion with the world-renowned Mi-

chael Graves Architecture & Design .

To learn more and explore a com-

plete list of QuickDrain decorative 

covers & finishes, visit quickdrain .

com . For additional design inspira-

tion, view our Trend Video . 
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Showered by Light
gessi.com

Gessi has reimagined the shower . With flowing water 

and glowing lights, the Afilo collection brings beautiful 

visuals to the shower experience . Fixtures appear to float 

in midair while diffusing soft lights amidst streaming wa-

ter .

As part of Gessi’s Private Wellness® Program, Afilo 

pairs the power of light and water to create a sensory oa-

sis designed to refresh and restore body, mind and spirit . 

Chromatherapy lights shine through and merge with the 

falling water in a mesmerizing effect that is soothing yet 

invigorating, a singular experience that is the essence of 

wellness and renewal . 

Designed as an overhead rainfall/waterfall shower, the 

Afilo Collection includes fixtures that may be installed 

recessed into the ceiling or as an exposed in a boxed 

design . A slot along the showerhead’s perimeter is the 

source of the diffused light, while a thin steel outer frame 

and inclined inner walls reflect the light in such a way 

to create the “floating” illusion . Users may customize 

their lighting color choices . Afilo, available in an array 

of beautiful finishes, is an elegant and refined addition 

to the bathroom, subtle in appearance yet powerful and 

dramatic in performance . 




